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common format accessible to an interactive moniTable 1. Summary of abundance of craters greater
tor/cursor digitizing program developed especially for
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this project. Thus far we have collected two datasets
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from the LO images; digitization of block populations
greatest number to H having no more than 1 boulder.
in and around parent craters, and a count of craters
with block populations per unit area.
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Block Distribution: We identified all craters with
blocks and classified them according to spatial characteristics of the blocks relative to their parent crater.
We have thus far digitized all blocks around representatives of four classes of craters (those with highest
density of boulders). The position and diameter of all
blocks were recorded by fitting a circle to three points
around each block. Possible sources of error in this
process include the difficulty in fitting a circle to the
actual block shape, resolution effects as block size approaches the limit of image resolution, and the obscuration effects of saturated and shadowed portions of a
crater (such areas were excluded). For each block
population we calculated a reverse cumulative histogram and found the slope of best line to the population
on the basis of five geographic units for each crater
(see caption Table 3). Cumulative slopes steeper than
–2 represent heavily fragmented materials [9].
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Table 2. Summary of areal coverage of boulder fields in the study area (124 km2). Only classes A
and B have abundant boulders exterior to the crater;
thus the last two rows (italics) include areas outside of
crater out to one radii from rim for A and B.
During boulder identification we frequently observed that angular to subangular boulders are often

found on what appear to be relatively degraded craters
(those that do not exhibit a crisp rim). The most reasonable explanation is that the near-surface material is
extremely weak (comminuted regolith) and thus a crisp
rim is never formed. We also did not find any sign that
boulders had rolled or slid down crater walls after emplacement (boulder tracks).
Discussion: The production of ejecta on different
solar system bodies is thought to be similar, despite
gravitational and compositional differences [8]. Further, comparisons between mare and highland craters
of a given diameter show that the mean block size does
not appear dependent on the nature of the material impacted (for craters above 100m). A relationship between regolith thickness and block density within 1.1
radii of crater centers was demonstrated by Cintala and
McBride (1995); regolith thickness was estimated by
apparent strength discontinuities (QO) inside craters
[6]. In our study area we find craters of like size and
degradation state with a large range of boulder densities and SD craters near ‘normal’ craters. This indicates that the regolith is highly variable in thickness or
other factors (impact velocity?) are equally important
in boulder and QO crater generation. Thus far our
analysis of lunar boulders has shown that the boulder
distribution slope for SC on Eros is consistent with
lunar craters (in agreement with [7-10]), and that it is
not unexpected that some craters on Eros have boulders and some do not. In fact from the lunar example
it is apparent that bouldery craters make up far less
than 50% of the population of 100 m and larger craters
(at a scale of ~1m/p) on the Moon. Future work will
include digitization of more boulders around craters, as
well as an extension of the areal coverage of bouldery
crater populations, with extension into the highlands.
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LO3-153-H2c
A
-3.41
-3.11
-3.16
-3.36
-3.29
10,087
LO2-104-H3
B
-3.54
-2.81
-3.02
-3.50
n/a
1083
LO2-070-H1
C
-3.95
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LO3-159-H3 big
D
-2.33
-2.10
-2.14
-2.09
-1.89
508
LO3-159-H3 small
D
-2.33
-3.10
n/a
-2.92
n/a
165
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D
-2.49
-2.62
-1.55
-2.49
n/a
165
LO#-209-H2right
D
-2.52
-2.30
-2.92
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620
Table 3. Summary of boulder population per crater. Crater diameter reported in meters, slope values are presented
according to geographic distribution: all – within 3 radii of center, in – all inside crater, rad1 – between rim and one
crater radius of the rim, rad+in – all boulders found inside the crater and out to one radius from the rim, rad2 – all
boulders found between one and two radii of the rim, n – the total number of boulders associated with a particular
crater. Note that for LO3-159-H3 the two craters shown are side by side thus knowledge of which boulder actually
was produced by which crater is not possible, the all category in this case is a combination of both craters. Boulders
for crater LO3-153-H2c (Fig. 1, Type) were also digitized by [10] and our results compare favorably with theirs.
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